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Abstract 

The usefulness of forward geometry in Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) analysis has been in vl!s
tigated bOlh experimenta lty and theoreticaHy. This work relates lO milli- and micro-bearns, which limils this work IO 
tightly collimated incident X-ray bearns « l mm). The use of forward geometry also limits the targets to be 01' thin anJ 
intermediate thickness. Thc advantages and the peculiarities of using a forward geometry for XRF are discusscJ . 
Forward X·Ray Fluorescence (FXRF) has features including: (a) high geometrical efficiencies when using (igh tl)' 
collimated primary bearns; (b) a rninimisation in the uneertain ty in the interaction volume; (c) a sample thiekness al 
which the production of characteristic X rays is rnaximised; and (d) a filtering action by intermedia te thickness samples 
resulting in an enhancement of the sensitivity for higher atomie number elements with respect to lower atomie number 
elements. For thin and intermediate thickness samples simultaneous forward and backward geometry XRF caD be used 
to correct for self-absorption effect. © 1998 Published by Eisevier Science B.V. Ali rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In X-Ra;- Fluorescence (XRF) analyses IwO 
measures of performance are commonly quoted . 
lhe first being the M inimum Detectable Limit 
(MDL) a nd the second being Ihe ralio or Ihe Ilu
orescence in t ~ ns ity (thc portion 01' thc speCl ra or 
the interest) 11...' the spectral background (P/B ratio) 
[l]. The main diffe rence be tween these tv.'o per-

. (orn:s p()nd in~ .t tll lh)f. Td 1r;'l)-22l) -4Xl: fa.\: (71) .12'). 
-+:-;2 . 

fonnance measures is Ihal the MDL is propor
tional to the square rool or Ihe background 
divided by the fluorescence intensity and Ihe P/B 
ra tio. is a straight ratio or the flu orescence intensit }' 
divided by the background. Whi\e the MDL tel1s 
us how well the technique can ultimately a nalyse 
elemenls. il is more complicated Ihan the simple PI 
B ratio since time of data acquisition is now in
volved . This means that. ignoring statis tical effe~ts. 
the MDL continually improves \-vith acquisi1 ion 

lime. while thc P/B ratto does not. 
Improvements in both the MDL and P/S fi.ltil \ 

can bt! i:lchieved by im:n:asing thc total nU1l1ber 01-

tlu o rcsccm:e X rays , which usuali)' can be achieved 

OIMi-)XJXl9x/5 ~,,'~' (, \'n! mal h'!" c·' 11)9,1( Pub li"hl'd b).· I2ht:vil; r SÒI.' III.:t: B.V Ali n ghts rt:"t.: r n .. d 
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only with an increase in total number ofincident X 
rays. Once a detector system has reached it's 
throughput Iimit. increasing the detected fluores
cence intensity is no longer possib!e. Thereforc 
further improvements in the MDL and P/B ratio 
can be achieved ol1ly by reducing the background, 
most of which results l'rom the scattering of the 
incident radiatiol1. 

Reducing the background from scattcred radi
ation can be achieveò by polarising or mono
chromatising the inciòent radiation, or botb. By 
polarising the incident radiation the scattering 
cross section can be minimised. By monochro
matising the radiation, the energy band that the X 
rays are scattered into is reduced. Wben the exci
tation beam is "white", or the bremsstrahlung 
radiation straight from an X-ray tube, the scat
tered X-ray spectra is continuous, just shifted to 
lower energies from the incident spectra. However, 
by monochromatising the incident X-ray beam, 
the scattered radiation is a small band shifted in 
energy by the Compton scattering relation [2], the 
atomic Compton scattering being the dominant 
process for most XRF systems. This shift can be
come troublesome for the higher excitation ener
gies (>15 keV). Even though this energy band is 
relatively narrow it is broadened by the "Compton 
profile" and is usually the broadest peak in the 
spectra [3]. Implementation of these techniques has 
led to an improvement in the ratio of the fluores
cence peak intensity (the portion of the spectra of 

sec. target 

> 
detector 

interest) to the background from scattered radia
tion [4]. 

Creating a source or monochromatic :\. rays 
from all X-ray tube has usually been achic\"cd \\ith 
X-ray òiffraction. Ho\\ever, difrraction is a !cm 
efficiency proccss, so thc resulting inten:>.ity is 
usually low [5]. Two other methods or creating 
quasi-monochromatic :\.-ray beams employs t'ithcr 
a secondary targct or a criticaI filter [6]. 8mh or 
these methods were used for this paper. Tht' sec
ondary target technique is illustrated in Fig. l and 
uses an X-ray tube in the reftection mode to excite 
characteristic K:I and Kli X rays of the secondary 
target. These cbaracteristic X rays from the sec
ondary target are used for the excitation. Thc 
criticai filter technique is demonstrated in Fig. 2. 
Far this technique the X-ray beam passes through 
a filter chosen to absorb X-rays below a particular 
energy [7]. 

One important aspect of XRF that should al
ways be considered is the geometrical efficiency 
especially in the construction of milli- and micro
probes. The geometrical efficiency can be maxi
mised by using small sample--<ietector (r D) and 
sample-source (rs) distanees though it is easier to 
reduce r

D 
in the forward geometry (denoted as 

FXRF). 
The MDL of an XRF system is typically in the 

range of nanograms to micrograms. The actual 
MDL attained depends on charaeteristics of: the 
XR F souree, which determines the energy distri-
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Fig. I. Geometry l'or thc forward XRF techniquc whcn using a secondary target as the source or monochromatised radiation. The~
ray spectra l'rom the secondar;.' target is shov,'11 
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Fig. 2. Geomclry fm thc forv. 'ard X RF tcchniqlle whcn using a fì.!tcr IO produce a bcum ()f qllasi-monochroma tic radia li l11l , TIl.: X-ra)' 
spectra of th e fi1tcred radia tion i ~ shov,'(l 

bution of the incidenl X rays; the deleclor, which 
delermines Ihe energy resolution of the fluores
cence X rays peak along with the detection effi
ciency; the ta rget, since the thickness and matrix 
de termine the transmission and the scattered ra
diation; and the measurement time. Typical anal
ysis times are of the order of 103 s. The MDL 
decreases (improves) with the square root of the 
irradiation time and the square root of the exciting 
radiation intensity. Even Iho ugh Ihe MDL nomi
nally improves with the exciting radiation intensi
ty. this improvemenl is not infinite since there are 
technical Iimits on the th roughput that the delec
tor and associated electron ics, can process; typi
cally no more than 10'- 10' counls/s. The ultimate 
MDL is also limited by the geomelrical efficiency. 
A Iypical X-ray source provides IO' photons/cm'/s 
for ftuorescing the element s of inlerest. With this 
intensity of incident radiarion, a sample containing 
1 ~g of a trace element in the interaction volume, 
with 25 ,:; Z ,;; 92. will give rise lo tens to hun
dreds of ftuo resced photo ns/s. 

For this paper, the lechniq ue of performing 
XRF in a microanalysis mode wilh forward ge
ometry FXRF has been investigated bOlh theo
retically and experimenlal\y. Because of forward 
geomelry, " .hin" and " inrermediate" thickness 
samples are required. In th is sense the term "tbin" 
means the attenuation of radiation through the 
sample is not significant. The term "intermediate" 
implies so me attemion occur$, It will be shown 
that wi th FXRF o ne can en hance the anall'sis of 
selected elemen ts, "hen samples of varying Ihick
ness are available. This facI can be utilised when 

higher Z trace elements a re being analysed in 
lower Z matrices. This contrast is not alypical in 
the analysis of biological samples and many geo
logieal samples. The forward geometry has one 
advantage over the typieal normal geometr)' in 
that the uncertainty in the volume being sampled is 
smaller, because the target is no longer placed at a 
45° angle. 

2, Theoretical background 

The fluorescent flux from an elemenl a pro
duced at a depth x (g/cm') is given by (see Fig. 3a 
and Table I): 

( la) 

( J b) 

where :I represents the mass per unit area of the 
sample. For these equations, it has been assumed 
that the incident and f1uoresced X rays enter and exil 
the target norma I to Ihe target's surface (Fig. 3. I. In 
both cases 'l' = ,,12. Forthe case of FXR F '" = - ,,/2 
and e = 180° (Fig. 3b). In real situations, these as
sumed values a re limits, but invoking these as
sumptions greatly simplify the mathemalics wìthoul 
conside rable accuracy. Note that for this paper \\'e 
are emphasising uthin " and " jmermediate" thlck
ness samples, so the forward scattering and it.; as~ 
sociated build-up factor are not significan!. 
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Fig. 3. Schema tic drawing of the possible geometrical arr:mgements in the XRF techniques. 

For Eqs. (la) and (lb), Ihe faclor A is tbe 
production rate per uniI weighl fraction and mass 
per unit area (glcm') for the characteristic X rays 
from elemenl a: 

(2) 

The symbols of Eq. (2) are listed in Table l. 
NOIe Ihal Ihe values of l'' S refer lo Ihe whole 
specimen and can be determined as a linear sum
mation aver alI of the target 's elements: 

(3) 

The intensity of the fiuoresced X rays into the 
backward direction (BXRF) is obtained by inte
grating Eq. (Ib) over x: 

Table I 
List of symbols employed in lbis paper 

l - e-h .. ... I'il I! 

la = Awa----
l', + l'o 

(4) 

Fig. 4 shows log-log plots of Eq. (4) for the 
backward geomelry fiuorescence of K, X rays of 
sulphur, calcium, iron, selenium and strontium in 
a water matrix for a primary excitation beam of 
17.5 keV. To simplify Ihe reading of figures, for 
this and ali subsequent fi gures Ibe primary bea m 
inlensily was assumed lo be l o = lO' photons/cm' s 
and Ihe weight fraclion equal lO I ppm (~glg). In 
tbis way tbe prodUCI of Ibe (Wo coefficients is equal 
lo one. Aiso the efficiency factor k, i. e. Ihe producI 
of the geometrical and the physical efficiency, is seI 
equa I to one. Each curve can be subdivided in!o 
three regions (2): ( I) the firs! is the " Ihin" sample 
region whicb has an upper bound of 

1;, (photonsJcm2 5) 
fu (photonslcm:' s) 

k 

Fluoresccnt photon fluence rate (number of photons per unit area and time) of X rays of element a 
Incident photon fluence rate 

,( c.) 
tll'h,,(t.~,) (cm: /g) 

f:, 
p, 
It·" 

IlO and fl ., (cmè/g) 
li, (cm'/gl 

Efficienc~ te rm taking into accoun t for physical and geometrica I efficiency 
Intri nsic detector efficiency at tbe cnergy or the line of the elcmem a 

Photoelcctric maS5 attcnllat ion cocfficient or element a at incidcnt energy E" 
Fluorescent yield of element a for tbc shell s = K,L, . 
Fraction of photoelectric interact ions occurring in the shcll s 
Probabilit y t ha t the ftuorescence èvent belongs lo Ihe I = x,{J,i" .... line of intcresi 
Weight frac tion of elemcnt a 
Total mass attenualion coefficienlS of the sample fo r incident and fluorescent energy respC'cti \·c1y 
Coherent + Compton scatter mass :Htenuation coefficient of the sample al incident energ) 
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Fig. 4 . Plo( of tbe backward geometry fluorescence pholon flux photons/cm1 s for the K .. -lines of some elements dissolved in a water 
matrix to a concentration of l ppm when excited with an incident X-ray energy of 17.5 keV. Thin, intermediate and thick regions are 
shown. 

((I-', + f.Ioh'h;n) = 0.1; (2) the second is the "thick" 
sample region which has a lower bound of 
((I-', + f.Io)!,h<k) = 4.6; and (3) the third is the 
'"intermediate" thickness regio n which is bounded 
by the thiek and thin regions. For the flu orescence 
of elements a t l ppm in a water matrix, Fig. 5 
shows the values of !thlll and !thick as a function of 
element for elements between Ca and Zr. Also 
shown on thi s curve is the value of :!ma~ which is 
given below in Eq. (6). Any water sa mple thicker 
than the upper hne is a ·-thick" sample; any water 
sample thinner than the lower li ne is a " thin " 
sample, and a ny water sample in between is an 
" intermediate" sample, 

In the baekward direetion, the thin sample re
gion is characterised by an increase of ftuore sced 
X-ray intensity whieh is linear with sample thick
nesso In the intermediate sample region the in
crease in fluoresced X-ra)' intensity is non-linear 
with sample thickness; the increase in ftuoresced 
X-ray intensity having a lower, variable slope. 
Finally, in the thick sample region, the ftuoresced 
X-ray intensity has saturated so it is independent 
o f the sample thiekness. Seleeted values from Fig. 

4 for the elements sulphur, caleium, iron, seIenium 
and strontium are reported in Table 2. 

In the forward direetion (FXRF) the intensity 
of the fluo resced X rays is obtained by integrating 
Eq. ( la) over x 

/~l = AWae-!J<~ l ! e -- (/I~ - ,I(I).,· dx 

I ~ e - (/I. - /I" I! 
= A wae·-J/o! ......,,..-- - c-

(I-', - f.Io) 
( 5) 

Fig. 6 shows log- Iog plots of Eg . (5) for the 
ftuorescence of the K, X rays of sulphur, calcium, 
iron , seleni um and stronlium in a waler matrix at a 
concentration of l ppm. The primary exci tation 
beam was 17.5 keV . 

A comparison of Figs. 4 and 6 demonstrales 
that the fluorescence intensities are similar far thin 
and intermediate samples in both the forward and 
backward direction s. However, there are substan
tial differences in the FXRF and BXRF for the 
thick samples. For the BXRF case the fluorescence 
intensity from thick samples has saturated because 
X rays generated "deep" in the samples a re totally 
attenuated by the matrix. For FXRF two effects 

, 
r 
r 

1 
F 
a 
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Fig. 5. Thin sample appro~imation upper limits (Iower curve), thick sample approximalion lower limits (upper cUlVe) and maxima of 
FXRF ftuxes (middle curve) for e1ements in the Z interval between Ca and Zr in a water matrix at a concentration of I ppm with an 
incident energy of I i .5 keV. 

occnr. First the X rays generated near the front 
surface (the surfaee not seen by the detector) of the 
sample are attenuated but the ftuorescing beam 
has al so been a ttenuated . Therefore for FXRF the 
ftuorescence intensity continually decreases expo
nentially with increasing sample thickness as both 
the incident beam and the ftu oresced X rays are 
attennated. 

For FXRF, there is a sample thickness for 
which the ftu oresced X-ray intensity is a maxi
mum, which means for FXRF the sample thick
ness can never be neglected. The sample thickness 

Tablc 2 
Forward i nlen s il ie~ or s, Ca. Fe. Se and Sr in wa ler malri x. al 
an incident energy of 17.5 keV 

Samplc IO ~m 100 I mm I cm 
thickness: " m 

S 0.00050 0.0016 0 00 16 0.0016 
Ca 0.00265 0.0 17 0.016 0.026 
Fc 0.0 11 0.10 0.47 0.53 
Se 0.035 0.34 2.75 7.08 
S, 0.053 0.52 4.54 16.48 

:!max at which this maximum occurs can be calcu
lated with the relation: 

In(I',; l'o) 
-!ma;o;. = 

l', - l'<.J 
(6) 

Fig. 5 (middle curve) demonstrates that the !m" 
for the FXRF increases with Z. This fact can be 
utilised to preferentially enhance the ftuorescence 
of higher Z elements with respect to lower Z e1e
ments. This enhancement can be important for 
certain matrices. 

In order to emphasise the similarities and dif
ferences between BXRF and FXRF, Fig. 7 shows 
plots of Eq s. (4) and (5) for the K, ftuoreseence of 
l pprn Fe in a water matrix excited with an inci
dent X-ray beam of 17.5 keV . Eqs. (4) and (5) have 
the same results for both thin and the lower pan o f 
the intermediate thickness regions. They start de
viating in the higher part of the intermediate 
thickness region. 

l! is al so instructi ve lO pIo t the ratio of the 
BXRF/FXRF intensities: 

1-ta - J10 e I41.!. 

- e (l',, /l1)~ i~ Jl-" + Po 
(7 ) 
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Fig. 6. Plot of the forward geometry fluorescence photon flUA photonslcm1 s for the K.,-lines of some elements dissolved in a water 
matrix to a concentralion of I pprn when excited with an incident X~ray energy of 17.5 keV. Tbe upper limit of thin sample intervals 
and the lower limil of the thiçk sample intervals are al so shown. 

Fig. 8 shows plots of Eq. (7) for the previously 
described elements in a water matrix. This figure 
demonstrates that the BXRF is equal te the FXRF 
for thin and intermediate thickness samples. In the 
thick sample region the ratio of BXRF/FXRF 
increases exponentially. This effect can be deduced 
from Eq. (7) sinee for thiek targets the two nega
tive exponents can be neglected. 

Most of the spectra l background is the result of 
X-ray scattering, so this aspect of X ray interac
tions needs to be considered. At the energies of 
most XRF, as far as a ttenuation is concerned , it 
can be assumed that the Compton scanered X-rays 
have the sa me energy as the Rayleigh scattered X 
rays. In the backward direction the intensity of the 
scattered X rays can be \'-' ritten as: 

(8) 

The summation over i is required now since ali 
atorns in the matrix contribule to the scattered X 
rays, which is in contrast lO the tluo rescence of 
characteristic X rays where onll' the element of 
intereSl is considered. 

In the forward direction the intensity of scat
tered X ral's is given by 

(9) 

The ratio of the scatter intensities in the back
ward to forward direction is approximatell' unit )' 
for thin and intermediate thickness samples. 

One final aspect of X-ray interactions that need 
to be considered here is the geometrica I efficienel'. 
This efficiencl' describes the interaction volume 
which is the intersection of lwo volumes: the vol
ume subtended by the incident X-ray bea m and the 
volume subtended by the detector solid angle. It is 
defined as the product of those two solid angles 
Os. OD 

A' sin (q» sin(Ijt) 
Eg = QD Q , = - -( --'-)",'-:-, _,:-"c..c. 

4n -rors 
( IO) 

where the sum (q>+Ijt) is equal to the scattering 
angle (II) (see Fig. 3b). Here A is the bea m spot 
area, rs is the source- sample distance, and ro is the 
detector- sample distance. The most common ge
ometr)' for XRF has the scattering angle being 90°. 
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For thi s case it is ea sy to demonstralC that the 
geometrical efficiency is maximU111 when </) = 
1/1 = 45°. H owever, in order to obtain 1he best lat
era l spada! resolutio n for a given source collima
lion, we must make 4> = n/2 (see Fig. 9): in lhis case 
Eq. (IO) can be simplifìed: 

A' costO) 
C,= , . ( II ) 
. (4" t rl)r~ 

From Eq. ( II), it is possible to deduce that lhe 
geometrica! efficiencies can be maximised when 
e = o or n . The uncertain(y in the efficiency (dr.J is 
thus minimi sed when e = o or n. H owever, rèfer· 
ring lO Fig. 9, i( is evident lhat 0= rr can never be 
reached because of the presence of the source and 
that e = o can never be reached because the 
transmitted and coherently scattered radiation 
would saturate the detector system. 

The geometrica! efficieney can be increased by 
using short values of rs and/or rD , especia lly when 
using low brilliance X·ray sourees such as X·ray 
tubes. Il is easiest to reduce rD in the forward geo 
ometry. Therefore. the forward geometry FXRF 
results in not only the highest geometrically effi· 
ciency but a lso in the lowest uncertain ty in the 
efficiency. Both of these considerations a re im-

po rtant considerations for analyses requir ing tight 
collimation . The overlap of the Q~ and tbc !!Il are 
shown in Fig. 9. When using tight (circlllar) colI!· 
marion and having the beam ort hogona l lo th~ 

surface, the Ouorescence volume (defined by Q , i 
approaches a cylinder. By using the f,)rwa rd ge
ometry, the detector then sees a regular c~'" lindrical 
shape, which has several advantages in tightl) 
collìrnated systerns such as micro probes . Conven
tional XRF has lhe detector placed at a right a ngle 
lO the source with the sample placed at 45°. The 
result is a sample volume tha t has an irreglliar 
shape which results in the worst case for lhe lateral 
resolution . In a microprobe. the beam may exi t the 
ta rget with a significant displacement from the 
entrance which can cause the actual spatial reso
lution to be larger than is desired or intended. This 
ean result in substantial edge effects and higher 
uncertainties in the sampled volumes. 

3. Materials and methods 

For this work. several samples were ftuoresced 
with different combina tio ns of X·ray tubes and 
detectors. The experimental set·up consisled of: 

<j> =n/2 geometries 

source 

sample 

forward 

dfì, dO" overlapping volume 

90° dcgrccs 

11 , , , 
~ , , 

" ,l', , '"--" , , ' , , 
" .. , e 

backward 

.... · ............ :A·T .... • 
·C/ // e ./ 

Fig: 9. Schematic drawing illustrating the advantages of using Ij! = 1l/2 In thc forward and backward gcometries. In backward geometry 
lhe presence of thc sourcc hinders th e positioning of the detector at vcry low angles. 
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• X-ral' tubes (Gilardoni. ltaly. lO-RO kV. 5 mA , 
W-anode; EIS . !ta l)' 10-40 kV. I mA . W-anodo; 
Oxrord , USA. 30 kV. 0.1 mA. W. Pel . Mo ano 
odes) which can be collima ted dO\\"ll to 5 pm 
by using Pt--lr pinho les. 

• 2 detectors: First i, an AMPTEK. eSA. 30011111 
thick Si-PI N deteclor with <tu cnergy reso lu tion 
or approx imatel)' 250 cV al 5,9 keV. with stllli
ciency delection efficiency in the energy rangc of 
4-30 keV (9) . The second detector is a 3 mm 
thick HpGe detector wi th and energ" resolulion 
of 160 eV al 5.9 keV, The Si·P1N detector has 
been studied since it shows promise l'or portable 
XRF sl's tems and for BXRF and FXRF be· 
cause it is compact in size and does not require 
liquid nitrogen cooling. 

• Intermediate thickness samples ofvarious mate
rials, composed of disks 1-2 mm lhick epoxy 
resins containing the elements of interest at con· 
centrations of 1- 2%. Samples of marine sedi-

ments and multi-minerals charactcn~cd <lS 

being o f intcrmed iate thicknc:\~ [SI. 
• Solutio ns in water wilh mo lybdèlHl1l1 ma:,s be

tween \.9 ng and 245 pg in thc ::;catte rill ~ \ '01 -

lime. These so lutions were put in Plè"\i~la ~ s 

conla iners of I x 1 cm2 intè' rtu \ sectin!l . Thc 
lhickness for this is «(/la+Jfol-Y ) = J .6. ~l' these 
were in the thinlintermediate thi.:kness rè"gion . 

• A 5 mm thick disk of moll'bdenum o,ide in ep
oxy resins with molybdenum concelllration or 
3'X) in the scattering volume. 

4, Resulls and discussion 

Vario us samples of differenl thicknesses were 
examined using tbe FXRF technique in order lo 
investigate any advantages over conventional 
XRF. It was demonstrated before that BXRF and 
FXRF have certain geometrical advanlages. From 

250~------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

200 ~ 

<!' 

'" • 
-- 1.96 ng 

150 
- - - 982 pg 

v .- 49 1 pg ,; 
• 245 pg ~ 

." 
E , 
o 
u 

100 

t ;:: 
o 
T 

50 I~ , 

o .~------~--__ ------------+---4---~---+--~----+---+-------------~~ 
IO l ' 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 -w 42 

Encrgy (ke V) 

Fig. lO. FXRF-spectra of so lutions or molybdcnum in watcr using thc gcomelry of Fig. 2. Thc spectra were co lkcted wi lh a HpGc
detector counling fa r 1000 $. A 5 /-un diamcter coll imalo r was uscd to define tbe beam size. An MDL of aboul )0 pg W.l5 <J btaincd . 
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lhe theorelical development we S~~ ,haI lhere IS 

lillie difference belween the BXRF and F:\RF in 
the lhin and the lower ponion or the inl ermedlJte 
thickness region. Howcver, \ve will 0111y el11pha ~ ise 

meas urements using the fOf\}.,'ard geOI11Clry. 
In the first seI of measuremenls. Ihe nwl~ bdè

num samples \Vere studicd . These l1lo lybdèlHl l11 
samples were irradiatcd wit h both bremsstra hlunf! 
radia tio n (42 kV a nd 5 mA), per Fig. 1. <l nd " 'ilh :\ 
rays from an Sn secondary target, per Fig , t. In 
both cases, 5 J..lm collimators were used to define 
the incident beam. The HpGe detector was placed 
aL 20° in the forward direction and had a l 111m 
collimator on it. Typìcal X-ray spectra, counting 
for 1000 s, from of the molybdenum solutions 
using the filtered radiation are shown in Fig. IO. 
The calibration curve from the analyses of the Mo 
solutions is shown in Fig. Il. Il appears that the 
absolute MDL of a pproximately 35 pg, which is 
better than the eorresponding value for normal 
ineidence XRF. The forward geometry allows for 
tight eollimation while maintaining a good fluo
rescence counting rate. 

a lle area where milli· and micro-probes are 
lI :'t:J is in the anal ys is of ph ysically small min
erai grains in larger matrices. Fig. 12 shows the 
fè'SUlt S or FXRF scans across a l cm diameter 
dh k or cpoxy resin embedded with grains 01' ti n 
bel\\'een 20 and 100 ~lln in size. The source \\' <1:' 

( ll lli matcd lO 5 j.1m. While md li- and mie H)
pr\) bcs are usefu l for the ana lyses or small graill ::' 
in largc matrices, these probes are nOI well 
suited for the analyses or inhomogeneous sam
pks. unless it is the non-homogeneity that is o r 
interest. 

A third set of samples included multi-minera i 
pastilles of various thickness. The concentrations 
or the major elements in the pastil1e are: P: 9.11%: 
Cl: 2.7%; K: 2.96%; Ca: 9.93%; Mn: 0.14%; Fe: 
1.04%; Cu: 0.15%; and Zn: 1.1l%. The following 
elements are present in traee levels: V: 7.4 ppm; Cr: 
18.5 ppm; Ni: 3.7 ppm; Se: 18.5 ppm; Mo: 18.5 
ppm; Sn: 7.4 ppm; and I: ilI ppm. The forward 
and backward X-ray spectra or a I mm thick 
multi-minerai specimens excited with a Mo anode 
X-ray beam are shown in Fig. 13. The superposi-
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Fìg. I l . Ca libratio l1 curve or FXRF obtained using s!;\ndard Molybdenum solutions. 
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Fig. 12. Scan ofan epoxy disk embedded with 20--100 j.J.m grains oftin . The incident beam was collimaled lO 5 j.J.m and the geomerry as 
shown in Fig. 2 was utilised. 

tion of the two spectra is in good agreement wi th 
the results of Fig. 8. 

An interesting aspecl of the FXRF is the en
hancement of the fluorescence of characteristic X 
rays of intermedia te Z elements wirh respect to 
lower Z elements. This is demonstrated theoreti
cally in Fig. 14. An example of this effect is shown 
in Fig. 15 which includes the FXRF and BXRF 
speclra of a l mm thick sample of marine sedi
men!. This figure demonstrates the enhancement 
of the Strontium and Zirconium fluorescence sig
nal in a lighter matrix . 

5. Conclusions 

The advantages of the FXRF wit h respecl to 
the usual normal XRF are mainly three : 

(al Geometrica/: FXRF can result in a very 
compact geometry since the sample-de tector (l'o) 

a nd sample- souree (r, ) distances can be reduced . 
Additionally, the geometrical efficiency can be 
improved. 

(b) Volwnetric: a small volume is analysed. with 
the additional advantage of the interaction volume 
being nearly cylindrical in shape. In the FXRF, 
this cylinder can be normal lO the surface of the 
sample. 

(c) Analy tical: the nuorescence of intermediate 
atomic number elements can be enhanced when 
they are being analysed in the presence of low 
atomic number elements. 

The following conclusions can be deduced for 
the FXRF analysis. 

(I) Thi/l samples: For thin samples the advan
tage of the FXRF-method arises from the geo
metrical efficieney that, far an equal irradiated 
volume, it can be maximised (Eq. (l l» . The geo
metrical efficiency is very important when micro
analysis, and/or the elemental distributions \\'ithin 
a sample are required; FXRF is inherently more 
efficient and the uncertainties in the \'olumes 
sampled are minimized. A disadvantage may be 
the fact that the total count rate in the spectrum is 
higher. 

(2) Int ermediale samples: For intermediate 
thickness samples the advantages of FXR F arise 
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Fig. 15. BXRF and FXRF spectra of a thick ma rine sed.imenl sample W anode X-ray beam (H V 3S KV) . T he " amplifica tion" of Rh. 
Sr. Zr and Ag. peaks with respect to Fe-peak is evident. 

from geometrical, volumetric and elemental con
siderations. For FXRF the geometrical efficiency 
is larger, and the volume definition is better. Ad
d itiona l1 y there is the possibility of enhancing the 
fluoreseence of higher Z elements \Vith respect to 
lower Z elements, The simultaneous detection of 
the FXRF and BXRF intensities ca n be used to 
correet fo r the self-absorption effec!. 

(3 ) Thick samples: For thick samples FXRF 
shows no benefi l. 
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